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ABSTRACT 
Let X, Y be matrices of spectra x1,. . . , x, and yi, . . , y,,, respectively. For a 
wide class of pairs of essentially Hermitian matrices X, Y, we prove that the 
determinant of X + Y belongs to the convex hull of the n! points nF,,<x, + yni) 
(u E S,,). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1973 Marcus [6], and independently in 1982 de Oliveira [lo], conjec- 
tured that for arbitrary normal matrices X, Y E cmxn of spectra spec X = 
{X1>. . . , x,,}, spec Y = {yl, . . . , y,}, one has 
det(X+Y) ECO uESn. 
I 
(1) 
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(Here co denotes the convex hull, S, the symmetric group on [n] = 
11,. . . , n).) 
Given that X, Y are normal matrices, it is known that (1) holds in the 
following cases: (i) X, Y are Hermitian (Fiedler [3]), (ii) if the points 
zL7 = n:=,(Xi + y&) 1 ie all on a straight line (Merikoski and Virtanen [S]), 
( iii i a s ec ra e ements have the same absolute value, i.e., if ]xi] = ... = > f 11 p t 1 1 
IX”1 = ly1l = *** = l ynl (Bebiano and da Provid&ia [l]), (iv) if X + Y is 
singular (Drury and Cload [2]>, (v) if Y (say) h as an eigenvalue of multiplicity 
> n - 2 (Kovacec [5]>, (vi) if X is positive definite and Y has purely 
imaginary spectrum (da ProvidSncia and Bebiano [ll]). These papers use a 
variety of techniques. 
Denote by ‘Zn the group of 12 X n unitary matrices. Fix a diagonal matrix 
X = diag(x,, . . . , x,) and a normal matrix Y of spectrum spec Y = 
Iy,,..., y,}. Define 
A = {det( X + WV*) : U E %“). 
Obviously, A is a compact connected subset of the complex plane. Since the 
determinant is unitarily invariant and normal matrices are unitarily similar to 
diagonal matrices, A coincides with the set of all complex numbers det (X + 
Y ), where X, Y range over all normal matrices of spectra xi, . . . , x,, and 
y1,. . . > yn, respectively. 
In this paper we extend ideas of [ll] to obtain the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Assume xl, . . . . x, to be real pairwise distinct positive 
numbers, and assume the complex numbers yl,. . . , y,, to lie along a line 
through the origin. Then 
THEOREM 1’. Assume xi,. . . , x, to be pairwise distinct complex num- 
bers lying on a line 1, and yl, . . . , y,, to lie on a parallel to 1. Then 
Define an essentially Hermitian matrix as a normal matrix with collinear 
eigenvalues. We remark that the combination of Theorems 1 and 1’ proves 
the validity of the Marcus-de Oliveira conjecture for a large class of essen- 
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tially Hermitian matrices. Indeed, consider two essentially Hermitian matri- 
ces X and Y. It is easily seen that they can be written in the form 
X = ox,, + /3Z and Y = o’YO + P’Z, where X,, Y, are Hermitian matrices 
and LY, c~ ‘, p, p’ E @ are Hermitian matrices. Theorem 1 concerns the case 
ofargo#argcx’, and Theorem 1’ covers the case of arg cr = arg CY ‘. The 
proof of Theorem 1’ can be obtained by modifications of the proof of 
Theorem 1 and is omitted. 
We outline the fairly technical proof of Theorem 1 in Section 2 by stating 
the sequence of main lemmas. For illustration we prove, in passing, Fiedler’s 
result. Section 3 gives an auxiliary lemma and furnishes the proofs in detail. 
In Section 4 we conclude with remarks and some open questions. 
2. OUTLINE OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Given x1,. . . , x,; yl,. . . , yn, let us define, for each (+ E S,, the point 
2, = fl,f,i(ri + yVi>. We shall refer to the set {z~ : u E S,} as the set of 
u-points. The boundary of A will be denoted by aA, and the commutator of 
A and B by [A, B] = AB - BA. 
By a regular curve we mean a map (possibly the image) 7 : ( - E, E) + C, 
E > 0, of class C i and satisfying y ‘(t) # 0 for every t in ( - E, E). 
We say that a point z of dA is regular if there exists an open disk B with 
center at z such that B CI JA is a regular curve. 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. With the assumptions of Theorem 1 (or Theorem 1’) the 
following holds: through any of th e regular bo-unday points z # 0 of dA 
which is not a u-point there passes a regular curve contained in A and of 
curvature 0 in 2. 
Note that in the generic situation aA will not contain the origin 0. It 
seems also natural to assume the regularity of the boundary at all but finitely 
many points. We shall remark on this question in Section 4. 
Recall that a support point of a compact region is a simultaneous 
boundary point of the region and of some closed half space containing that 
region. 
Consider the following purely geometrical fact. 
PROPOSITION 3. Given a compact region A c c=, assume that each 
support point z E A either belongs to a certain finite set Z c A or has the 
property that th ere passes a curve through z contained in A and of curvature 
0 in z. Then 
A c coC. 
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We obtain Theorem 1 as follows: choose 2 to be the set of cr-points, that 
is, s = {z~ : cr E S,}. Consider any support point z of the region A of 
Theorem 1. In the discussion following Lemma 4, we shall see that if z # 0, 
z E x, then z is necessarily a regular boundary point of A. Now Theorem 2 
in conjunction with Proposition 3 yields Theorem 1 if the boundary of A does 
not contain 0. If it contains 0, one can invoke [2] to obtain the same result. 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we first prove the following general lemma. 
LEMMAS. Let X, Y, S be any n X n complex matrices, t a real number, 
and assume that B = (X + Y >-l exists. Then 
wx + exp(tS) Yexp(-tS)] = I + c t + G t” + . . . 
det( X + Y ) 
1 2 (2) 
with 
and 
cl = cl(S) = tr B[ S, Y ] 
c2 = c2(S) = f{(trB[S,Y])’ + trB[S, XlB[S,Yl}. 
In the sequel we assume S skew-Hermit&m, so that exp(S) is unitary. 
Consider the curve defined by the map t * det(X + Y ) (1 + c,t + c,t2 
+ ... > (possibly the image of the map), where X, Y are as in the definition of 
A, and t ranges over a real interval containing 0. Such a curve lies entirely 
inside A and passes through det(X + Y >. It is regular if cr z 0. Given 
cr # 0, it will have curvature 0 iff c2 = rcr for some real T. 
Now, if there exists no regular curve through z = det( X + Y >, then for 
all skew-Hermitian S, tr B[ S, Y 1 = 0 or equivalent tr [ B, Y IS = 0. From this 
it follows that [B, Y ] = 0, or equivalently [X, Y ] = 0. But X is diagonal, so Y 
must be diagonal, which in turn says z E Z. Stated in contrapositive form, we 
see that if z @ I: is a support point then it must be a regular boundary point: 
all the (existing) regular curves through x have a unique supporting line 
through z as tangent. 
Fiedler [3] made use of the formula for c,(S) in (2), by proving: 
Zf X, Y are Hermitian with spectra {x1, . . . , xn}, ( yl, . . . , y,}, then 
minz, Q det( X + Y) < maxz,. 
G- (T 
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In fact, in the case of Hermitian X, Y the compact connected set A is a 
closed real interval. If z = de&X + Y) is an extremal point, then necessarily 
ci must vanish, so the above discussion shows that it must be a u-point. 
Marshall and Olkin [7, p. 2451 dl ‘scuss useful bounds on the first k 
(1 < k < n) eigenvalues of X + Y with Hermitian X, Y, which lead to the 
precise determination of mm, a,, and max, z,. 
We resume the outline of the proof of Theorem 2. 
We settle notation by considering in the remainder of this section a fixed 
regularboundarypointof A, z = I.zleiJ’ = det(X + Y) G 2, suchthat z z 0. 
Draw the perpendicular to the tangent of the boundary at z, and let 4 be 
its direction. Let 6 = r,!t - 4. If we rotate the whole figure by the angle - 4 
and scale it by l/lzl-this amounts to a multiplication of A/z by eis-then 
the tangent will intersect the x-axis perpendicularly at 1 E @. Of course, at a 
regular boundary point the only directions possible for a regular curve are the 
two opposite ones prescribed by the tangent at that boundary point. Thus the 
following holds. 
LEMMA 5. For every skew-Hermitian S, we have %(eiec,(S)) = 0. 
The diagonal positive definite matrix X permits forming X-l”. We can 
write Y and define Y’ as follows: 
y = eivy and y = x-l/2yx-l/2 
Here 9 is the angle defined by the spectrum of Y, and X, X-i/’ are 
diagonal matrices with positive, pairwise distinct diagonal entries, and Y is 
Hermitian. 
The following lemma is auxiliary for Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 6. The matrix 
W = (I + eiqY) -l i8 e + (Z + e-iVY)-le-iH 
is a Hermitian diagonal matrix. 
The matrices X, Y used above will in general not have the form men- 
tioned in part (b) of the following lemma. But using invariance of the 
determinant det(X + Y > under permutation similarities, we next bring X, Y 
into block-diagonal form: 
LEMMA 7. There exists an m > 2 and normal matrices X’, Y’ such that 
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(a) z = det(X’ + Y ‘>. 
(b) X’ = X, @ X, and Y’ = Y, @ Y, with m X m matrices X,, Y,, where 
X, is positive diagon_al and Y, = eiPy, with Hermitian fl. 
Cc) The matrix Yy, = XT l/zk;l XL ‘I2 is Hermitian and has exactly two 
eigenvalues tl, 5,) which satisfy 
ei(s+ VP) e-‘(e+vP) 
cl + eiqtl)(l + eiv(2) = - (1 + eCip~,)(l + e-T2> * 
Observe that, from the direct sums of Lemma 7(b), we find (X’ + Y ‘1-l 
= B = B, @ B, with B, a square matrix of size m. Thus, for the class of 
matrices of the form S = S, $ 0, _-m, the only possibly nonzero entries of 
B[S, X’] and B[S, Y’] are to be found in their left upper square m X m 
submatrices. In particular it follows that, defining cg’, cf’ by 2c$” = 
(tr B,[S,, Y,D2, and 2cp’ = tr B,[S,, X,]B[S,, Y,], we shall have on the 
mentioned class c2 = c,(S) = c!$) + cf). Clearly S is skew-Hermitian iff S, 
is. 
The following Lemma 8 reduces to size m X m the search for a skew- 
Hermitian n X n matrix S making c,(S) parallel to c,(S). 
Throughout, the standard inner product in C” will be denoted by ( , >. 
We also assume that {ui, . . . ,_up, ul,. . . , o,_J is a complete system of 
orthonormal eigenvectors of Y,, with the ui and vj associated to the 
eigenvalues c1 and t2, respectively. 
LEMMA 8. Define S = S, $ O,_,, with skew-Hermitian S,, and let 
T = X-1/2S1X;1/2. Then 1 
51 e-i(e+ VP) 51 2 -2ZR(eis2c~)) = e”(B+ VP) 






+ ( 1 + ei?$,)’ +( 1 + e-ipif2)2 1 
m-P 
2 
C ([T, Xl]Vjoj,Vjoj> 
j=l 
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and 
.i(e+ VP) 
2%(eie2c!j)) = l 51 
e-ice+ a) 51 
(1 + e’%$)” +( I i I([T XllUi>UjJIZ 1 + e-iyJ2 i,i’=l 
+ ( l
,i(e+ VP) 52 e-i(e+v) 52 
1 + eiy2y +t 1 + eP?f,)’ I 
Note the opposite signs in the formulae of Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 9. One can choose a skew-Hermitian matrix S in Lemma 8 such 
that 
and c,(S) z 0. 
Lemmas 8 and 9 together imply that there exists a skew-Hermitian matrix 
S (of the form S = S, @ O,_,> such that cl(S) # 0 but zri(eiec,(S>> = 0 = 
%(e”c,(S)>. This means that c2 is a real multiple of the nonzero number ci. 
Hence a curve of curvature 0 in z exists, and Theorem 2 is proved. 
3. PROOFS OF LEMMAS AND OF PROPOSITION 3 
Throughout, ek will denote the k th standard basis vector. We write trk X 
for the sum of the principal minors of order k of a square matrix X, and 
X 0 Y for the Hadamard product of two square matrices X, Y. 
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The following Lemma 10 serves mainly as a reminder. By referring to it 
we shall avoid the distracting mention of well-known facts when manipulating 
complicated formulas. The lemma contains also assertions used in the previ- 
ous discussions. 
LEMMA 10. Let H, X, Y, Z, D, S be complex n x n matrices, h any 
complex number, u, v any vectors in C”. Then: 
(a) [X, Y ] = X[Y, X-r]X, qfx-r exists. 
(b) I’D is diagonal, then [X, Dl = C-d, + d,)o X. 
(c) tr X[Y, Z] = tr IX, Y ]Z, and tr X[Y, X-‘1 = 0 $X-l exists. 
(d) rf tr XS = 0 f or all skew-Hermitian S, then X = 0. 
(e) tr, X = +{(tr X)’ - tr( X2>}. 
(f) For H Hermitian and S skew-Hermitian, [H, S] is Hermitian, exp(S) 
is unitary, and (Hu, v) = (Hv, u). 
(g) det(Z + tX + t”Y + ...) = 1 + tr Xt + (tr Y + tr, X>t2 + 0.. . 
Proof. Statements (a> through (f) are standard or immediately verified. 
For (g) adapt the well-known explicit expression involving trk for the charac- 
teristic polynomial of a matrix. W 
Proof of Proposition 3. Assume I$ c D = D,(w), the latter being a 
closed disk with center w and of radius r. Let z0 be such that r0 = I .zo - WI 
= maxzEA Iz - WI. Consider the new closed disk D,0(w>. Clearly za E dA 
f~ aD,n(w>, and A c DrO(w). The tangent to Or,(w) at x0 is a supporting line 
for A, which proves z0 to be a support point. Since the disk Or,(w) cannot 
contain a curve through z0 of curvature 0 in q,, the same must hold for A. 
Hence q, E C c D. By definition of .q, then A G D. Since D was arbitrary, 
we find by a result in [12] that 
AC n D = co( 2) . 
D closed isk 
D>I 
Since 2 is finite, co( I$) = co(z) and the result follows. n 
Proof of Lemma 4. Using a well-known and easily proved expansion for 
exp(tS)Yexp(-tS) = Y + t[S,Y] + $t2[S,[S,T]] + **a, we find that the 
left hand side (lhs) of (2) is given by 
det{B(X + Y + [S,Y]t + i[S, [S,Y]]t2 + ***)} 
= det{Z + B[S,Y]t + iB[S,[S,Y]]t* + ..a}. 
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Apply Lemma 10(g), (e) t o obtain ci as stated and c2 in the form 
c2 = ${(trB[S,Y])” + trB[S[S,Yll - tr(B[S,Yl)“}. 
By Lemma 10(a), (c) we get for the middle term 
trB[S[S,Y]] = tr[B,S][S,Y] 
= trB[S, B-‘]B[S,Y] 
= trB[S, X]B[S,Y] + tr(B[S,Y])2. 
Plug this in to get c2. 
Proof of Lemma 6. By the formula for c1 of Lemma 4, we have, for a 
given S, 
2!R(eiecl( S)) = e”‘tr[B,Y]S + e-ietr[B,Y]S = 0. 
Lemma 10(c) and standard facts on trace and brackets imply tr [ B, Y ] S = 
eefq tr [ B*, Y]S. From Lemma 5 we have %(eiec,(S)) = 0 for all skew- 
Hermitian S. It follows from Lemma IO(d) that [ e”(‘+ ‘+‘)B + e-‘(‘+ qp)B*, Y ] 
= 0, which we write in the form 
[-X + X + e”k;, ei”( X + eiqY)p’] 
+ -x + x + e-‘vy ,-ie 1 (X+e -i+-‘] = 0. 
Since the commutator of a matrix with its inverse vanishes, we find 
[ 
X, ei”( X + eiqi)-’ + emze( X + eCiq 9)-l] = 0. 
But X is diagonal with pairwise distinct entries, so that Lemma IO(b) gives 
that the right bracket expression is diagonal. Multiply it by Xm1j2 to obtain 
W. Clearly W has the properties claimed. n 
Proof of Lemma 7. We start with the matrix W of Lemma 6. As W is a 
Hermitian diagonal matrix, there exists a permutation matrix P such that, if 
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A, A 2>“‘> A, are its different diagonal elements, ordered according to nonin- 
creasing multiplicities m 2 n2 > *a* > n,, then 
(4) 
[In the sequel the n,, hi (i > 2) will be of minor importance.] Let 
W’ := PWPt, X’ := PXPt, Y’ := PYPt, y” := pypt , 
Relations that hold between the old matrices will hold between the corre- 
sponding new ones. In particular, we have again Y’ = eiPY’, Y’ Hermitian, 
yt = Xf-1/2yrXr-1/2 X’ positive definite and diagonal, and W’ satisfies 
Lemma 6. We also have z = det(X’ + Y’), which proves (a). The real 
diagonal matrix W’ commutes with r”. By Lemma IO(b) this means that r” 
is a direct sum of diagonal blocks of sizes m, n2, . . . , n,. Now, since z G 2, 
X’ does not commute with Y’ and thus not with r”. Therefore r” is not 
diagonal; hence m > 2. In consequence of the direct sum representation 
r” = fi @ q2, with ?, an m x m block, we obtain Y’ as written in (b). The 
remaining properties stated in (b) are trivial, and also the first part of (cl. 
Finally, from (4) and Lemma 6 (with W’ replacing W), we get 
(z, + eel)-‘ei” + (z, + e-iel)-le-ie = AZ,. 
Multiply by (Z, + eiVfiXZm + e-“‘r’,) to obtain that ?i satisfies 
9,” + 
i 
(eip + e-i~) _ $eive-ib _ t,-i,,ie 2, 1 
i 
ie ie 
+ 1-y-t z,=o. I 
Apply the left hand side of this equation to an eigenvector x of Yi to see that 
Y, can have only two eigenvalues (i, t2. They must be distinct, since 
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otherwise yr would be scalar and so commute with Xi. Using Vieta’s rules 
[13, p. 761, we infer that 
(1 + eiycl)(l + eiy2) ieie(l - e’@), 
(1 + e-“C”5r)(l + e -iqt2) = ie-ie(l - eeeig), 
which proves (c). H 
Proof of Lemma 8. For simplicity of notation, suppress all the subindices 
of X,, Y,, etc. and associate to an m X m matrix A the matrices 
H, := X-‘i2[S, 4X-‘/2, E, := (I + e”@f)-l HA. 
We shall use these notations in the sequel only for A equal to one of the 
matrices X, Y, or 9. 
CLAIM. There hold the following formulas: 
(Hyui,uif) = (l([T, X]Ui,Ui,), (H+vj>vj,) =S,([Ta X]Vj> uj,>a 
[T, X] = X-‘/2SX1/2 _ X1/2,$-1/2, 
(Exui,uif) = 1 +bir ([T, X]Ui,Ui,), 
1 
(Eyui,uir) = 1 zT:vE ([T, X]ui,uic), 
1 
( Ervj, vjr) = 1 l’:f& ([T, X]vj, vj,)* 
2 
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Proof of claim. We verify only the leftmost expressions of the first and 
the fourth line of the equations given. The others are left as an exercise. 
(Hyf,L, Uj,) = (( x-‘/2sx’/2x-‘/21;x-‘/2 
_x-1/2k;x-1/2x1/2sx-1/2)ui, +) 
= ( x-‘/2sx’9Li) Ui,) - (X”2SXP 1’2ui) &J 
= ~1((x-“2sx1’%i, Uif> - ( x”2sx-1’2ui, UJ) 
= ~,((TXUi,U,J - (XTUi,UiJ) 
= 5,([T, xlq q>. 
Furthermore, by standard facts, 
(EYUi,Ui’) = ((I + e”QlyH,uj,uir> 
= (Hyu,, (I + e-‘Q2yt+) 
1 
= eiVP( Hyu,, 
1 + emiQtl 
ui’> 
eiQ 
= 1 + e’Q(, 
(Hyui,ui$ 
ezQ’1 ([T, X]UiJLi’)~ 
= 1 + eiQtl 
and so the claim is proved. W 
Calculation of %(ei02c$1)): Using B = (X + Y)-’ = X-1’2(1 + 
e”Qy)-1X-‘/2 and Lemma IO(d), we have 
2’%(eie2c$‘)) = e”(tr B[ S, Y I)” + C.C. 
= -(eistrB[S, X]trB[S,Y]) + C.C. 
- - 
= -{(eie(trEx*trE,) + emi”( trE, . trE,)}. 
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Here C.C. means the complex conjugate of the expression preceding it. Next, 
recalling that tr A = xi, i( Aw,, wk) (A any matrix and {wk} an orthonormal 
basis), we get 
trE, = 
from which results 
trE, trE, = 
+( 
2@( t1 + t2> 5 vz ([T, X]Uj, u,)([T, xlwj,wjLii) 
1 + e’?Ji)(l + eiqtz) i=l j=l 
e”‘5, ( 
m-?J 
+( C ([T, Xlwjawj) ‘* 1 + eiqte)’ j=i 1 
Observe that T is skew-Hermitian, since S is; therefore [T, X] is Hermitian. 
By Lemma 10(f) the sum Ci,i *** is real. Lemma 7(c) yields the first of the 
formulas claimed in Lemma 8. 
CaZcz&tion of 2%(eie2c~29: Using manipulations similar to those above, 
one has 
2B(ei82cf)) = ei(‘+‘P) tr E,. Ey + e-“(‘+p)tr E, * Ey . 
Using tr AB = C&,=l ( Awk, w,,>( Bwks, wk) (A, B any matrices and lwkl 
424 
any orthonormal basis), we find 
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trE,*Er = 5 (Ex~i,~i,)(~yuir,ui> 
i i'=l 
+ z. (E,vj, v~,)(E,v~,, vj>. 
j,j’=l 
Using the formula 
(E,u,v) = 
1 +ijs, (HXu’ ‘) 
(3) 
and its relatives, the sum of the second and third summands of the right hand 
side of (3), multiplied by ei(‘++), is given by 
(1 + eivtl)(l + ei+2J2) 
[ 
P m-p 
x C C (H,Yui>uj)(H,Vj,Ui) + (H*tlj,U~)(H~Ui,fJj) 
i=l j=l 
Since H, and H, are Hermitian, we get by Lemma 10(f) that each 
summand of the sum in the square brackets is real. Thus, using Lemma 7(b), 
we see that to calculate 2!B(eie2c$9, we need only consider the first and the 
fourth summands of (3). We have, by Lemma 10(f), that 
i (Ex~i,~ip)(E,:~is,~i) = ” 5 IW, xluj,uiJ12. 
i i’=l (1 + eiqil)” i,i’=l 
A similar expression holds for the fourth summand. It is now immediate to 
complete the proof of Lemma 8. n 
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Proof of Lemma 9. For simplicity of notation we again suppress the 
subindices of the matrices X,, yI. Notice that, in the formulas of Lemma 7, 
the matrix [T, X] does not describe the operator [T, X] with respect to the 
basis {u,, . . . , u 
without loss o P 
, ol,. . . , vL),,_J. We make a suitable change of basis. Assume, 
generality and for simplicity of notation, that X has its 
diagonal form with respect to the standard basis which we write 
{e,, . . . , ep, fl, . . . , fm _ p}. Consider the unitary matrix V’ = 
%.* 
> UP’ 01,. . . > v, _ p ] (the u i, oj being column vectors), and any unitary 
E gP and unitary R* E gmpp. We choose suitable Q, R later. Let 
V = (Q @ R)V’. We have V’ei = ui, V’fj = vj, and so with obvious summa- 
tions, 
icl([T; x]“i,ui) = 5 WIT, XlV*e,, e,>, 
i=l 
m-P m-p 
C ([T, x]vj>vjuj> = C CViT> x]v*f,>fi)> 
j=l j=l 
5 (([T, X]U~,Z+>I" = 5 IW[T, XlV*q,e,~)12, 
j,j’=l 
We have I”%“* = diag(t,, . . . , El, t2,. . . , t2). Consider a block decompo- 
sition of the Hermitian matrix 
v’xv’* = 
Xl, Xl2 
[ I x 21 x22 . 
Herein X,, = X,*, and X,,, X2, are Hermitian p X p and (F - p) X (m - 
p> matrices, respectively. Since X does not commute with Y, it follows that 
V’XV’* will not commute with the diagonal matrix V’2%‘*. This entails that 
X,, cannot be the zero matrix. We choose unitary matrices Q, R* to stem 
from a singular value decomposition QX,, R* = 2 of X,,. The matrix C is 
p X (m - p> and has largest singular value c+l = Ull > 0 since X,, f 0. 
(aij = 0 for i # j.) One calculates that 
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Choose the skew-Hermitian matrix T (that is S, in Lemma 8) such that 
(VW*),, pi1 = 1, wTv*)p+l,, = - 1, and (VTV*ji, j = 0 for all other in- 
dices i, j. From these matrix representations one infers that 
2Ul * 
V[T, XIV” = [VTV*,VXV*] = 0 I I -2a, . * 0 
This matrix is with respect to the standard basis; thus we obtain that all the 
expressions in Lemma 9 have the same value 4~12 # 0, as desired. Observe 
finally that 2cp) = cf to obtain that c1 # 0. n 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As a first step in extending our results, it would be desirable to remove 
the restriction of positive definiteness of X in Theorem 1. 
An obvious open question that surfaced when working on the problem 
concerns the regularity of the boundary of A. Our colleague A. L. Duarte 
mentioned the possibility of applying a theorem of Tarski [4, p. 3351 to prove 
that dA is in fact the union of finitely many algebraic varieties. A slightly 
weaker regularity result might be obtained by adapting Sard’s differential 
topological theorem [9] to polynomial maps. 
At any rate, assuming regularity for all but finitely many points of dA, 
Theorem 2 tells us that the boundary is in fact the union of finitely many 
concave arcs. 
We hope to return to this topic, which might be of interest also in 
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